Source of material
Cold-pressed pellets of different mixtures of powders prepared from commercially available pure La, B and C were arc melted under argon atmosphere. The samples were then wrapped in molybdenum foil and annealed in silica tubes under argon for 1 week at 1273 K. Shiny black plate-like single crystals were isolated from crushed molten samples. All handling was carried out under argon atmosphere inside a glove box or through the Schlenk technique.
Discussion
The title structure is isotypic to that of Ce 5B4C5 [1, 2] . However, the structure determination concludes slightly different composition with a carbon deficit. The positions of the carbon atoms in the unit BC 2 are not fully occupied. The structure of La5B4C5-x (x = 0.15) is composed of slightly corrugated two-dimensional metal atom square nets hosting the finite boron-carbon units B 4C4, B3C3, BC 2 and isolated carbon atoms. Interatomic distances in the unit 
